
Fleet Management and Safety  
for Solid Waste Operations

Providing the tools and intelligence for today’s waste industry
InSight knows that busy waste operations need sophisticated and 
affordable technology tools to KNOW, MANAGE and SEE more in 
real-time than just vehicle location and status. So we’ve designed a 
complete fleet management solution for the waste industry that ties 
many of their most important tasks together in a single, integrated 
and supported platform (StreetEagle® Professional software). From 
cameras that capture video both inside and outside the vehicle, to real-
time route progress with alerts for route/service deviation, to dynamic 
dispatch and scheduling of work orders and routes – InSight will help 
you run a much smoother, safer operation.

1. KNOW it all
Accurate, real-time vehicle location  
and activity data to help you make 
minute-by-minute decisions to manage 
the moving parts of your operation.

2. MANAGE it all
Mobility tools to help you send and 
receive job info from the field, track 
driver status and performance, and 
make adjustments in real time.

3. SEE it all
Total visibility (live and historical video) 
into vehicle and equipment usage to 
improve safety, measure performance 
and provide liability protection.

3 Levels to Smarter and More Profitable Solid Waste Operations:



StreetEagle® Solutions for Solid Waste

KNOW: Instant access to vehicle location/activity in real time

StreetEagle Pro Telematics Software
For over 20 years, StreetEagle Pro has enabled busy waste operations to manage all 
of their moving parts and shifting priorities in the field. It’s a single, proven telematics 
platform (available on desktop or mobile) that delivers:

• Accurate, comprehensive, and actionable information about your fleet and  
mobile workers automatically as it happens

• Maps, reports, alerts, dashboards, historical replays and live video to display 
your data in whatever way makes sense for your team

• The capability to view, download and send information to anyone on your team, 
accessible from one platform

• A highly developed set of software tools to measure, analyze and report on 
worker efficiency, driver behavior, asset performance and safety

MANAGE: Mobile tools to improve efficiency in the field

StreetEagle Mobile, Utility, LiveRoute® and  
Weight Monitoring
InSight also provides a whole suite of mobile apps and tools specifically designed 
to monitor and measure the efficiency of your waste operations in real time. From 
sending accurate job information, to monitoring driver behavior, to tracking 
route progress and load weight per stop – StreetEagle gives you up-to-the-minute 
intelligence to measure and improve your service in the field.

•   StreetEagle Mobile – Mobilize your business by finding vehicles instantly, receiving and setting customized alerts, 
running vehicle histories, and/or viewing individual driver performance scores and video clips of driving events.

•   StreetEagle Utility – Supervisors and managers use Utility to communicate, update, log and validate critical tasks and  
job status as they occur. Your team can send/receive critical job information, clock in and out from wherever, scan and  
track assets/equipment, and access necessary forms digitally – all from one easy to use interface.

•   LiveRoute – LiveRoute allows you to make important decisions on active 
routes in real-time, with automatically generated statistics of stops completed, 
stops remaining, missed stops and overall performance measured against the 
route plan, backed up with map overlays and replays.

•   Weight Monitoring – Utilizing on-board scales provided by Air-Weigh®, the 
waste industry’s leading producer of weight monitoring technology, InSight 
delivers precise bin weight data that ties directly to truck location and activity 
via the StreetEagle telematics platform.
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SEE: Total visibility into vehicle and equipment usage

StreetEagle LiveCam® Camera Systems
StreetEagle LiveCam reinforces InSight’s commitment to help 
waste organizations to build a culture of safety by providing their 
drivers with tools that protect and empower them. LiveCam camera 
systems offer multiple on-board camera configurations, mounted 
on dashboards or other strategic locations on the vehicle, to provide 
multiple angles for vehicle protection. Fleet managers can access a 
live feed or historical video (and optional audio) clips of any driver  
in action, which can be used for driver coaching, insurance claims, 
legal disputes and much more.

LiveCam helps you protect your drivers, and your reputation, by delivering:
• Accurate, real-time insight into your drivers’ behavior and 

adherence to safety practices

• Access to historical video footage to analyze past events

• Integration with StreetEagle to view relevant video clips from 
multiple points in the software (reports, alerts, maps)

• Opportunities to coach drivers using actual video footage 
(proven to improve driving performance)

• Reductions in company accidents, insurance premiums, and 
repair costs to boost your bottom line

• Protection for drivers, and the entire company, from  
insurance risk and false accident claims

Multiple Cameras – Inside and Out
For waste trucks especially, a camera solution that covers 
multiple angles is essential for safety, liability protection and 
incident evaluation and review.

LiveCam’s multi-camera configuration includes a dash-
mounted, dual-facing driver cam (records both inside and 
outside the vehicle) and a high-capacity DVR. It also provides 
the ability to connect to multiple auxiliary cameras, such 
as side view, rear-view, and backup cams with in-cab video 
monitor. Video feeds from these cameras can be displayed 
together (as seen above), archived, and accessed from 
anywhere at any time using StreetEagle’s mobile apps. From 
front to back, top to bottom, you’re protected.

StreetEagle LiveCam provides live video, as well as links  
to watch clips associated with historical events directly  

from the map, email alerts and reports.
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Value-Added Services: Fleet Safety and Integration

Building a Culture of Safety
InSight has developed an array of tools to help waste organizations KNOW, MANAGE and SEE the way their drivers perform on the 
road, improve safety practices and reduce costs associated with accidents and high insurance premiums. The goal is to encourage 
healthy competition, coach employees who need improvement, reward superior performance and create a culture that equates 
success with safety.

The StreetEagle platform comes with various safety features that provide additional value and protection to your organization:

•   myScore® Driver Safety Solution  – myScore is a set of interactive tools 
that deliver precise fleet driver safety data directly to employees and 
supervisors – allowing them to compare individual performance to other 
team members, or to an entire fleet.

•   Driver Behavior Monitoring – StreetEagle delivers a complete set of 
monitoring features that measure driving practices that put your vehicles 
and team at risk. Drivers hear audible alerts in their cabs when violations 
occur; managers receive real-time alerts and can analyze extensive reports 
to gain insight into company compliance and performance.

•   KPI Dashboard  – StreetEagle’s KPI Dashboard visualizes important driving 
safety metrics such as acceleration, hard braking and sharp cornering. It 
also shows vehicle speeds versus posted speed limits make sure drivers 
aren’t risking accidents on residential and secondary roads.

•   Fleet Risk Reporting  – The unique Fleet Risk Report collects driver 
behavior data and compiles it in one easy-to-use report to help managers 
identify drivers most likely to be in an accident. This “predictive risk” 
analysis allows preventative coaching to take place before your drivers  
are in an “at-fault” collision – not after.

Integration
InSight doesn’t run from integration – we embrace it, and we never charge extra for it, because we know it will make your 
organization run smarter. We work with our customers along with waste industry hardware and software vendors – from back-end 
routing and scheduling software, to vehicle-specific hardware like sensors for weight and PTO activity. If there’s a software system 
you’d like our data to interface with, our development team will provide the experience and resources needed to get the project 
done, as we’ve been doing for over 20 years.

InSight Mobile Data develops innovative mobile resource 
management and fleet safety solutions that provide real-time 
visibility into the mobile work environment. Our fully configurable 
StreetEagle® software platform provides the ability to capture, 
analyze and integrate mission-critical data from ALL mobile  
assets - vehicles, equipment and workers – to improve 
operational efficiency and safety.

www.insightmobiledata.com

301.866.1990


